
9th Grade Research Paper, Sample Writing Workshop Plan 

SAMPLE 10-DAY PLAN FOR WRITING WORKSHOP 
Argument/Research Paper Writing, 9th Grade 

ASSIGNMENT: Write a research paper that analyzes and evaluates two sides/claims of a controversial 
issue.  The essay must be documented, include a thesis statement, explore two claims, utilize a minimum 
of three sources, and be 2-3 pages in length.   

Note: An introduction to argument and the elements of argument as they pertain to the 
assignment and the analysis of mentor texts should be conducted prior to the beginning 
of writing workshop. 

DAY 1 IDEA-GATHERING:  Independent student work: Students choose three topics of interest (from a list 
provided by the teacher) to complete a KWHL, in which they will list what they know, what they want to 
know, and how they will find out what they want to know.  Partner share: Students discuss their lists 
and ideas with a partner; they may add to their lists;  Mini-lesson/Teacher model: types of resources 
available for various topics (students can add these to their “H” column).   
 

Students should choose a topic and do research prior to the next Writing Workshop day. 
 

DAY 2 CLAIM ANALYSIS: Teacher model: How to analyze a claim (include a list of questions to ask the 
text/themselves as they read  . . . the answers become the analysis), including annotation; whole-group 
student practice (teacher facilitated with student input): annotating a source to analyze a claim; 
individual student practice (teacher conferring): choose one claim/source (to start with), annotate and 
analyze. 

 
Students should review and annotate or otherwise take notes on each of their sources 

and both claims prior to the next Writing Workshop day. 
 
DAY 3 CLAIM ANALYSIS: Mentor text: Claim analysis – how do the “pros” put analysis into writing?; Whole 
class activity: Make a list of the author’s “moves” or techniques when putting analysis into writing;  
Mentor text (different from the first): Claim analysis – how do the “pros” put analysis into writing?; 
Whole class activity: Add to the list; Discuss: What are the “take-aways” for analysis writing? 
 
DAY 4 THESIS STATEMENT: Mini-lesson: What is a thesis statement? What makes a good thesis statement?; 
Teacher model (with additional examples): How to write a thesis statement for an argument paper; 
student practice (teacher conferring): writing the thesis statement.  

          
   Students should have a viable thesis statement prior to the next Writing Workshop day. 
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DAY 5 STRUCTURE/ORGANIZATION: Mini-lesson: using your thesis statement to determine organization; 
student practice: based on your thesis statement, make a loose outline of your paper, including what 
information you’ll include when; mentor text (whole class, teacher facilitated with student input): 
identify thesis, annotate for order of information and how it is presented; whole class activity: create an 
outline for the mentor text; does the order fit the promise of the thesis?; student reflection: how might 
my information fit into this type of outline? 
 
DAY 6 STRUCTURE/ORGANIZATION: Mentor text (whole class, teacher facilitated with student input): 
identify thesis, annotate for order of information and how it is presented; whole class activity: create an 
outline for the mentor text; does the order fit the promise of the thesis?; student reflection: how might 
my information fit into this type of outline? Which structure is best for my essay?   Students should have 
a working outline shortly after this Writing Workshop day. 

 
DAY 7 INTRODUCTION: Quick-write & whole class discussion: what makes a good introduction?  Teacher 
model: annotating and evaluating an introduction; small group activity: annotating and evaluating 
various introductions, including what is most effective/interesting about each; student practice (may 
have to finish for homework): choose one introduction to model and write an introduction for your 
paper 
 
DAY 8 PLAGIARISM & EVIDENCE: Mini-lesson: how to read an infographic; Small group activity: infographic 
analysis (Did I Plagiarize?), use big Post-Its notes to show what they learned: “How to avoid plagiarism;” 
Share; mini-lesson: paraphrasing, summarizing, and quoting; introducing and explaining evidence; 
student practice: paraphrase part of your research; summarize an article; find quotations to support.  
 

Students should complete the Works Cited prior to the next Writing Workshop day. 
 
DAY 9 PLAGIARISM & EVIDENCE: Mini-lesson: using the Works Cited to format in-text citations; teacher 
model: including in-text citations; student practice (teacher conferring): students write a body 
paragraph using the paraphrase, summary, or quotation(s) from the day before, including in-text 
citations where appropriate.  
 
DAY 10 DRAFTING: Student drafting (teacher conferring): Argument essay that analyzes and evaluates 
two different claims for the same controversial issues; focus: clear thesis, strong introduction; 
analysis/evaluation of two sides; avoidance of plagiarism. 
 

Students should have a complete first draft by the next Writing Workshop day. 
 
DAY 11 REVISION: Mini-Lesson: comma usage & sentence variety (simple/compound/complex sentences); 
Student practice (individual or in pairs): inserting/deleting commas; changing sentences from one type 
to another; whole class review: review student practice and any lingering confusion; focused revision 
(teacher conferring): appropriate comma usage; varying sentence structures. 
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DAY 12 REVISION: Mini-lesson: What are transitions and when do we use them?; teacher model: how to 
add transitions; focused revision (teacher conferring): adding transitions to create flow (students can 
also continue revising for comma usage and editing sentences for variety if the need more time); peer 
review (with student finished early): focus on: comma usage, sentence variety, transitions.  
 

Students should have a complete, typed, second draft by the next Writing Workshop day. 
 
DAY 13 REVISION/EDITING: (in computer lab or with COWs if possible) Teacher model with student 
practice/application: how to format your essay in MLA style; Mini-lesson refresher: MLA citations; 
focused revision/editing: citation format and connection to Works Cited. 
 
DAY 14 REVISION:  Teacher model of peer review process (effective vs. ineffective peer review examples); 
focused peer and self-review.  Students will work in pairs with a guided revision assignment;  (Students 
could read their essay to their partners so they can hear it aloud or complete on turnitin.com; students 
should communicate, verbally and in writing, their comments and revisions); From these revisions, 
students should prepare to revise their drafts and turn in their final drafts shortly thereafter.   
 
 
 
 
 
** There are research paper resources in Models for Writers, Patterns for College Writing, and the Write 

Source books. ** 


